What is the At-Large Summit?

The ICANN At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC) along with the At-Large community will hold a second At-Large Summit (ATLAS II) at the June 2014 ICANN Meeting in London on the theme of "Global Internet: The User Perspective:.

ATLAS II will build upon the successful activities of the At-Large community since the first At-Large Summit (ATLAS) was held alongside the ICANN Meeting in Mexico in March 2009 – an event of fundamental importance since it became the foundation stone to the involvement of many of our At-Large Structures (ALSes) in ICANN.

In June 2014, the ATLAS II will welcome the representatives of over 160 ALSes around the globe to participate in its events.

View the ATLAS II Welcome Video

At-Large London Meeting Agendas Workspace - June 2014

ATLAS II Thematic Group Coordination

- Thematic Group 1: The Future of Multi-Stakeholder Models
- Thematic Group 2: The Globalization of ICANN
- Thematic Group 3: Global Internet: The User Perspective
- Thematic Group 4: ICANN Transparency and Accountability
Thematic Group 5: At-Large Community Engagement in ICANN

Pre-ATLAS II Activities
- ATLAS II Capacity Building Webinars
- At-Large Structure video interviews - Learn more about the activities of At-Large Structures!

ATLAS II Activities
- ATLAS II Draft Mentoring Program
- ATLAS II List of Mentors and Mentees
- ATLAS II Mentoring Program Questions and Answers
- ATLAS II Mentoring Program Feedback
- ATLAS II Mentoring Program Reports

ATLAS II Social Events
- ATLAS II Fayre of Opportunities Event and Room Details

Post ATLAS II Activities
- The 2nd At-Large Summit (ATLAS II)

Actions and Outputs
- ATLAS II Declaration
- ATLAS II Statement on the NetMundial Multistakeholder Statement Workspace
- ATLAS II Action Items
- At-Large London Meeting Reports Workspace
- At-Large London Documents

Questions for At-Large Meetings
- At-Large London ICANN Board Questions Workspace
- At-Large London Global Stakeholder Engagement Questions Workspace

Topics for ICANN Public Meetings
- At-Large London Topics for the Public Forum Workspace
Resources and Templates

- At-Large ICANN London Meeting Powerpoint Template Workspace

Participants and Travel

- ATLAS II Participants
- ATLAS II Travel Information

Pilot ICANN Mentor Program Meetings in London
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  - Post ATLAS II Implementation - Recommendations updated Jul 29, 2019 • view change
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- Olivier Crepin-Leblond
  - ATLAS II Recommendation 36 updated Jan 24, 2018 • view change

- Ariel Liang
  - At-Large Summit II Home updated Oct 28, 2017 • view change
  - ATLAS II Recommendation 34 updated Oct 24, 2016 • view change
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